Be the VOICE OF ‘MIC’ INSTAGRAM CONTEST
Seeking Male and Female Voices (13+ all ethnicities)

OFFICIAL CONTEST SCRIPT

MIC (V.O.)

Oh hey – it’s MIC from On The Mic Training! So you wanna get into voice-over huh? Well you’ve come to the right place!

Cause here you can learn how to do it ALL – like:

(Wacky cartoony voice)
Super Wacky Cartoony voices for Animation!

(Friendly Commercial voice)
Or Warm and Friendly voices for Commercials,

(Tough voice)
Or tough voices for Video Games,

(Super dramatic voice)
Or a super dramatic voice for a nature documentary,

(Story teller voice)
Or an engaging storyteller voice for Audio Books,

There’s Dubbing, Accents, Voice Matching, or anything else you can imagine!

On The Mic has a full-time diploma program and part-time courses – both are offered in-studio and online!

Check us out at onthemictraining.com!
• Contest entry videos must not exceed 59 seconds.
• Reading of the script must not deviate nor include any improvisations.
• No purchase necessary. Purchase does not enhance the chance of winning.
• Void where prohibited. Must not violate Instagram terms & conditions.
• Entrants must be at least thirteen years of age.
• By entering, entrants consent to the use of their post and information by On The Mic Training for all related activity.
• Instagram is in no way associated with the promotion, implementation, administration, maintenance or adjudication of this contest and is released from all responsibilities regarding this contest.